
Mother nature gave us two wrists so we don't need to chose between these 2 new limited edition TAG
Heuer watches
Lead 
After a year break the Monaco Grand Prix is back and TAG Heuer are celebrating with the launch of the Monaco Titan Special Edition, limited to 500 pieces. If you prefer a more
classic look, there’s also the gorgeous new green dial Carrera.

Named after the most glamourous Grand Prix of them all, the original Heuer Monaco was launched in 1969 and to this day remains an iconic timepiece. TAG Heuer is entwined
in motorsport. Whether it’s the Monaco on the wrist of Steve McQueen in the film Le Mans, the colourful Formula 1 collection that launched in the mid-80s or the official time
keeping equipment for Formula 1 in the 90s.

This special edition timepiece limited to just 500 pieces, uses Grade 2 titanium that has been sandblasted for a stunning matte finish casing that contrasts with the smooth
silver dial. The black sub-dials and red accents complete the look that is complimented with a black alligator leather strap.

If you prefer a more classic style to your watches then the new TAG Heuer Carrera Green Special Edition chronograph is well worth a closer look. The sunray-brushed
green/blue dial will really grab the attention of watch aficionados. The case back also features subtle teal touches to compliment the dial.
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Again this Carrera, like the Monaco is limited to just 500 pieces. Both watches can be ordered from the Classic Driver Shop, just don’t delay as they will sell fast!
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